
Section 1- Cell Structure Eukaryotic Cells Prokaryotic
Cells

Structure Function Animal 
Cells Plant Cells

Bacterial 
Cells

1. Nucleus Contains the genetic information that controls 
the functions of the cell. Y Y

2. Cell Membrane Controls what enters & leaves the cell. Y Y Y
3 Cytoplasm Where many cell activities & reactions happen. Y Y Y

4 Mitochondria Provides energy from aerobic respiration. Y Y

5 Ribosomes Make proteins- site of protein synthesis. Y Y Y

6 Chloroplast Where photosynthesis occurs. Y

7 Vacuole Use to store water & other chemicals as cell 
sap. Y

8 Cell Wall Strengthens & supports the cell (made of 
cellulose in plants) Y Y

9 DNA Loop A loop of DNA NOT in a nucleus. Y

10 Plasmid A small circle of DNA, may contain genes 
associated with antibiotic resistance. Y

B1 - Cell Biology

Section 2- Specialised Cells

Specialised Cell How structure relates to function

11 Sperm Cell Acrosome contains enzyme to break into egg, tail to swim. Many 
mitochondria to provide energy. 

12 Nerve Cell Long to transmit electrical impulses across a distance. 

13 Muscle Cell 
Contain protein fibres that contract when energy is available, making 
the cells shorter. 

14 Root Hair Cell
Long extension to provide a large surface area for water & mineral 
absorption- thin cell wall. 

15 Xylem Cell Waterproofed cell wall, cells are hollow to allow water through. 

16 Phloem Cell 
Some cell shave a lot of mitochondria to give energy for active 
transport. Some cells have little cytoplasm for sugars to move through 
easily. 

Section 3- Microscopy

17 Magnification 
Tells you how many times bigger a microscope makes an object. 
Magnification = length of magnified object ÷ length of actual 
object

18 Resolution The ability of a microscope to distinguish between 2 separate 
points. 

19 Light Microscope A basic microscope, using light. Can magnify objects ×1500

20 Electron Microscope 
A microscope which uses electrons, to magnify images more 
than a light microscope. Gives greater detail. Can magnify 
objects ×2,000,000

Bacterial Cell

Section 4- Transport in cell

21 Diffusion The net movement of particles from a high concentration to a low 
concentration (in a solution or gas) across a partially permeable membrane. 

22 Osmosis The movement of water particles from a high concentration to a low
concentration across a partially permeable membrane.

23 Active Transport Moves substances from a low concentration to a high concentration 
(against the concentration gradient) using energy. 

24 Hypertonic When the concentration of the solutes in the solution outside the cells is 
higher than the internal concentration. 

25 Hypotonic Ehen the concentration of the solutes in the solution outside the cells is the 
lower than the internal concentration. 

26 Isotonic When the concentration of the solutes in the solution outside the cells is the 
same as the internal concentration. 



B2 - Cell Division

Section 1 - Cell Division
1 Differentiate The process where cells become specialised. 
2 Cell cycle The stages body cells go through to divide. 

3 Mitosis 
Part of the cell cycle where one set of new chromosomes 
is pulled to each end of the cell forming two identical 
nuclei during cell division. 

4 Stem cells Undifferentiated cells with the potential to form a wide 
variety of different cell types. 

5 Adult stem cells Stem cells found in adult bone marrow.
6 Embryonic stem cells Stem cells from an embryo. 

7 Cloning The production of identical offspring  by asexual 
reproduction. 

8 Zygote The single new cell formed by the fusion of gametes. 

9 Meristem Undifferentiated stem cells found in the stems and roots of 
plants. 

10 Therapeutic cloning 
A process where an embryo is produced that is genetically 
identical to the patient so the cells can then be used in 
medical treatment. 

Section 2 - Mitosis

Section 4 – Stem Cell Research Argument

For stem cell research Against stem cell research  

A cell at 3 days is not a living thing as it 
only contains 150 cells

Even at 3 days embryos are considered as 
living things

Offers a treatment to many incurable 
diseases

It is against certain religions to stop life 
from developing

Damaged or dead cells can be grown 
and replaced  

Embryonic stem cells are unstable and 
cause cancerous tumours 

No waiting lists for organ 
transplantation

Embryonic stem cells haven’t been tested 
on large scales. They aren’t fully tried and 
tested.

Donated cells are identical so there are 
no problems with rejection

The mechanisms to get embryonic stem 
cells to differentiate is not fully understood.

Section 5 – Therapeutic Cloning

Section 3 – Stem Cells

stem cell
Makes copies of 

itself

Becomes a 
specialised cell



B8 Photosynthesis Word Equation
carbon dioxide + water              oxygen + glucose 

Symbol Equation
6CO2 + 6H2O            C6H1206 + 6O2

Section 1- Process of Photosynthesis

Key Word Definition

1 Photosynthesis A chemical, endothermic, reaction which takes place in plants
and algae, which produces a source of food. 

2 Chloroplasts An organelle inside the cell- where photosynthesis takes place. 

3 Chlorophyll The green substance inside chloroplasts which absorbs light.

4 Glucose A water-soluble sugar, which contains six carbons, used in 
respiration and can be made by photosynthesis. 

5 Endothermic Reaction
Photosynthesis requires an input of energy from the 

environment. 

Section 2- Leaf Adaptations

Structure Adaptation for Photosynthesis

6 Leaf surface
The leaf itself is broad and thin, 
to give a large surface area for 
light to fall on and short diffusion 
distances for gases. 

7 Veins
Carry water from xylem in the 
plant, to the cells of the leaves 
and remove products of 
photosynthesis in the phloem. 

8 Air Spaces Allow carbon dioxide to get into 
the cells and oxygen to leave the 
cells, by diffusion. 

9 Guard Cells
These cells open and close the 
stomata (holes in the leaf), to 
regulate gas exchange. 

10 Leaf Structure

11 Xylem & Phloem

Section 3- Rate of Photosynthesis
Limiting Factor How does it affect the rate?

12 Light For most plants, the brighter the light, the faster the rate of 
photosynthesis. If there is little/no light, photosynthesis will stop, 

13 Temperature
As temperature increases, the rate of photosynthesis increases. However 
if the temperature is too high (40-50◦C) then the enzymes controlling 
photosynthesis denature, slowing the rate. 

14 Carbon dioxide concentration

The atmosphere is only 0.04% carbon dioxide, so it often limits the rate 
of photosynthesis. On a sunny day, carbon dioxide is the most common 
limiting factor. Increasing the CO2 concentration, increases 
photosynthesis. 

15 Chlorophyll levels
Less chlorophyll results in less photosynthesis. Minerals e.g. magnesium 
are used to make chlorophyll, so can affect the rate of photosynthesis. 

20 RP- Light Intensity & Rate of 
Photosynthesis. The number of 
bubbles is measured by a syringe or 
upturned test tube. 

Section 4- Plant Materials & Glucose

Material Use in Plant Test?

16 
Cellulose

A storage molecule made of 
glucose, strengthens cell walls. 

17 Starch An insoluble molecule used for 
energy storage in plants.

Iodine- boil leaves 
in ethanol, look for 
blue-black colour. 

18 Nitrates
Plants combine nitrates with 
glucose & other minerals to 
make amino acids. 

Biuret Test for 
Proteins- purple 
colour change. 

19 Lipids
Glucose is used to build up fats 
& oils, which are used as an 
energy store, often in seeds. 



Section 1- Structure of the Nervous System

Structure Function

1. Neurone Specialised cells that electrical impulses are passed through.

2. Nerve Bundles of hundreds/thousands of neurones. 

3 Central Nervous System (CNS)
Made up of your brain and spinal cord. Your brain co-ordinates all 
responses and sends impulses out again. 

4 Sense Organs Organs which detect changes on the outside e.g. smell (nose), touch 
(skin), sight (eye).

5 Sensory Neurone Cells that carry impulses from your sense organs to your CNS.

6 Relay Neurones Connect a sensory neurone to a motor neurone. They are found in 
the CNS. 

7 Motor Neurone Carry information from the CNS to parts of your body (effectors)

8 Effector Muscles or glands which respond to an impulse and make a change 
happen.

9 Receptor Found clustered in your sense organs and pick up changes (stimuli). 

10 Synapse
A physical gap or junction between neurones. Chemicals called 
neurotransmitters diffuse across the gap as the electrical impulse 
CANNOT jump. 

B10 The Human Nervous System

Stimulus Receptor Coordinator 
(CNS)

Effector

Reflex Pathway
Stimulus Receptor Sensory 

Neurone
Relay 

Neurone
Motor 

Neurone
Effector Response

A Synapse 
(10)



Eurakryotic cells Cells that contain a nucleus
Eukaryote An organism that is made of eukaryotic cells
Prokaryotic cells Single-celled organisms that do not contain a nucleus

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid – the genetic information found 
in all living orgnanisms

Ribosome A cell organelle that makes proteins

Respiration The release of energy from glucose

Diffusion The net movement of particles form an area of high 
concentration to an area of lower concentration

Organelle A part of a cell with a specific function
Mitochondrion A cell organelle in which respiration occurs
Chloroplast A cell organelle in which photosynthesis occurs

Cytoplasm Jelly like substance in cells where chemical reactions 
occur

Nucleus A cell organelle found in eukaryotes containing their 
genetic material

Cell membrane Structure surrounding the cell that controls what 
moves in and out of the cell

Vacuole Found in plant cells, filled with cell sap, keeps the cell 
turgid

Cell wall Made from cellulose and provides structural strength 
the some cells (not animal cells)

Photosynthesis Chemical reaction that happens in chloroplasts that 
stores energy in glucose

Turgid Describes a swollen cell

Biconcave Describes a shape with a dip that curves inwards on 
both sides

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – Cell StructureKey Terms
Ova Eggs

Axon The extension of a nerve cell along which the 
electrical impulses travel

Phloem Tubes of living cells that carry sugars to all cells in 
plants

Xylem Tubes of dead plant cells through which water flows
Electron 
microscope

A microscope that uses electrons in place of light to 
give higher magnification

Resolution The smallest distance between two seperate points



Infectious Describes a pathogen that can easily be transmitted, or an 
infected person who can pass on the disease.

Vector An animal that spreads a communicable disease.

Antibiotic A group of medicines, first discovered by Alexander Fleming, 
that kill bacteria and fungi but not viruses.

Chitin A polymer made from sugars that forms the cell walls of fungi 
and the exoskeleton of insects.

Hyphae Branching filaments of a fungus that spread out.

Malaria A communicable disease, caused by a protest transmitted in 
mosquitos, which attacks red blood cells.

Insecticide A chemical that kills insects.

Lysozymes Antibacterial enzymes found in your tears to prevent eye 
infections.

Cilia Tiny hair-like projections from ciliated cells that waft mucus 
out of the gas exchange system.

Antigen A protein on the surface of a pathogen that your antibodies 
can recognize as foreign.

Antitoxin A protein produced by your body to neutralize harmful toxins 
produced by pathogens.

Vaccine

A medicine containing an antigen from a pathogen that 
triggers a low level immune response so that if you become 
infected later your body can respond more quickly to the 
pathogen.

Antiseptic A substance applied to the skin or another surface to destroy 
pathogens.

Anaesthetic A drug that stops all pain sensation and can be local or 
general.

Efficacy How effective a drug is.

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – Infection and ResponseKey Terms

Double blind trials
A medical experiment in which the patient and doctors
do not know who has been given the drug and who 
has been given the placebo.

Placebo A medicine that has only psychological effects.
Phagocytes A type of white blood cell that engulf pathogens.
Lymphocytes A type of white blood cell that produce antibodies.

Antibodies
Highly specific Y-shaped proteins that are produced by 
the immune system to help stop intruders from 
harming the body.



Endothermic 
reaction A reaction that requires energy to be absorbed to work

Photosynthesis The process by which plants use sunlight to produce glucose. 
Happens in chloroplasts

Limiting factor Anything that reduces or stops the rate of a reaction
Yield The amount of an agricultural product produced

Respiration The process by which living things release energy from 
glucose. Happens in mitochondria

Aerobic In the presence of oxygen
Oxidation A reaction that uses oxygen
Exothermic 
reaction A reaction that gives out thermal energy

Anaerobic In the absence of oxygen

Oxygen debt The amount of extra oxygen the body needs after exercise to 
break down lactic acid

Fermentation The chemical breakdown of glucose into ethanol and carbon 
dioxide by respiring micro-organisms such as yeast

Metabolism The sum of all the chemical reactions that happen in an 
organism

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – BioenergeticsKey Terms

+ energy

+ energy



Atom A particle with no electric charge made up of a nucleus 
containing protons and neutrons and surrounded by electrons.

Proton A positively charged particle found in the nucleus of an atom.
Neutron A neutral particle found in the nucleus of an atom.

Electron Negatively charged particles found on energy levels (shells) 
surrounding the nucleus inside atoms.

Nucleus Central part of an atom containing protons and neutrons.
Energy level 
(shell)

The region an electron occupies surrounding the nucleus inside 
an atom.

Atomic 
number Number of protons in an atom.

Mass number Number of protons plus neutrons in an atom.

Isotope Atoms with the same number of protons but a different number 
of neutrons.

Relative 
atomic mass

The average mass of atoms of an element taking into account 
the mass and amount of each isotope it contains.
RAM = Total mass of atoms / total number of atoms

Electronic
structure The arrangement of electrons in the energy levels of an atom.

Ion An electrically charged particle containing different numbers of 
protons and electrons.

Group The name given to each column in the periodic table.
Element A substance containing only one type of atom.

Compound A substance made from different elements chemically bonded 
together.

Period The name given to a row in the periodic table.
Alkali metals The elements in Group 1 of the periodic table.
Noble gases The elements in Group 0 of the periodic table.

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – Atomic Structure and the Periodic TableKey Terms
Halogens The elements in Group 7 of the periodic table.
Diatomic molecule A molecule containing 2 atoms.
Halides Compounds made from Group 7 elements.

Mixture More than one substance that are not chemically 
bonded.

Solvent The liquid that a solute dissolves in.
Solution A solute dissolved in a solvent.
Soluble A substance that will dissolve.
Insoluble A substance that will not dissolve.
Solute The solid that dissolves in a solvent.



Giant Lattice Ionic substances are made up of a giant lattice of positive and 
negative ions in a regular structure.

Ionic bonding The electrostatic attraction between positive and negative ions
Molecule Particle made from atoms joined together by covalent bonds
Covalent bond Two shared electrons joining atoms together
Intermolecular 
forces Weak forces between molecules

Polymer Long chain molecule made from joining lots of small 
molecules together by covalent bonds

Monomer The building block (molecule) of a polymer
Delocalised Free to move around
Metallic 
bonding

The attraction between the nucleus of metal atoms and 
delocalized electrons

Malleable Can be hammered into shape

Alloy A mixture of a metal with small amounts of other elements, 
usually other metals

States of 
matter These are solid, liquid and gas

Fullerenes Family of carbon molecules each with carbon atoms linked in 
rings to form a hollow sphere or tube

Catalyst Substance that speeds up a chemical reaction but is not used 
up in it

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – Bonding, structures and the properties of matterKey Terms

Metallic 
structure

Ionic bonding and 
structure



Relative atomic 
mass

The average mass of atoms of an element, taking into account 
the mass and the amount of each isotope it contains.

Relative 
formula mass

The sum of the relative atomic masses of all the atoms in the 
formula.

Mole Measurement of the amount of a substance.
Avogadro 
constant

The number of atoms, molecules or ions in one mole of a 
given substance (6.02x1023).

Thermal 
decomposition

Reaction where high temperature causes a substance to break 
down into simpler substances.

Excess When the amount of a reactant is greater than the mount that 
can react.

Limiting 
reactant

The reactant in a reaction that determines the amount of 
products formed. Any other reagents are all in excess and will 
not react.

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – Quantitative ChemistryKey Terms



Reactivity 
series An arrangement of metals in order of reactivity

Displacement 
reaction

Reaction where a more reactive element takes the 
place of a less reactive element in a compound

Oxidation A reaction in which a substance loses electrons (gains 
oxygen)

Reduction Reaction in which a substance gains electrons (loses 
oxygen)

Ore A rock from which a metal can be extracted for profit

Acid Solution with a pH less than 7; produces H+ ions in 
water

Alkali Solution with a pH more than 7; produces OH- ions in 
water

Aqueous Dissolved in water
Strong acid Acid in which all the molecules break into ions in water

Weak acid Acid in which only a small fraction of the molecules 
break into ions in water

Dilute A solution in which there is a small amount of solute 
dissolved

Concentrated A solution in which there is a lot of solute dissolved

Neutralisation A reaction that uses up some or all of the H+ ions from 
an acid 

Electrolysis Decomposition of ionic compounds using electricity
Electrolyte A liquid that conducts electricity
Discharge Gain or lose electrons to become electrically neutral
Inert 
electrodes

Electrodes that allow electrolysis to take place but do 
not react themselves

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – Chemical ChangesKey Terms

Acid + Alkali ‐> salt + water
Metal + acid ‐> salt + hydrogen
Metal oxide + acid ‐> salt + water
Metal carbonate + acid ‐> salt + water + carbon dioxide



Exothermic 
reaction

Reaction where thermal energy is transferred from the 
chemicals to the surroundings and so the temperature 
increases

Endothermic 
reaction

Reaction where thermal energy is transferred from the 
surroundings to the chemicals and so the temperature 
decreases

Activation 
energy The minimum energy particles must have to react

Knowledge Organiser – Energy Changes Knowledge Organiser – Energy Changes

Exothermic 
reaction

Reaction where thermal energy is transferred from the 
chemicals to the surroundings and so the temperature 
increases

Endothermic 
reaction

Reaction where thermal energy is transferred from the 
surroundings to the chemicals and so the temperature 
decreases

Activation 
energy The minimum energy particles must have to react



Diatomic 
molecule A molecule containing two atoms

Spectator 
ions

Ions that do not take part in a reaction and do not 
appear in the ionic equation for the reaction

Ionic 
equation

Balanced equation for reaction that omits any spectator 
ions

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – Formulae and equationsKey Terms

Common Reactions
Element + oxygen ‐> oxide of element
Eg Calcium + oxygen ‐> calcium oxide
Compound + oxygen ‐> oxides of each element in compound
Eg Methane + oxygen ‐> carbon dioxide + water
Water + metal ‐> metal hydroxide + hydrogen (for metals that react with water)
Eg water + sodium ‐> sodium hydroxide + hydrogen
Acid + metal ‐> salt + hydrogen
Eg Hydrochloric acid + magnesium ‐> magnesium chloride + hydrogen
Acid + metal oxide ‐> salt + water
Eg Sulphuric acid + copper oxide ‐> copper sulphide + water
Acid + metal hydroxide ‐> salt + water
Eg nitric acid + potassium hydroxide ‐> potassium nitrate + water
Acid + metal carbonate ‐> salt + water + carbon dioxide
Eg hydrochloric acid + calcium carbonate ‐> calcium chloride + water + carbon dioxide
Acid + ammonia ‐> ammonium salt
Eg nitric acid + ammonia ‐> ammonium nitrate



Specific heat 
capacity

The energy needed to raise the temperature of 1kg of a substance 
by 1°C.

Dissipate
To scatter in all directions or to use wastefully. When energy has 
been dissipated it means we cannot get it back. The energy has 
spread out and heats up the surroundings.

Non-renewable 
energy resources

Energy resources which will run out, because they are finite 
reserves, and which cannot be replenished.

Renewable 
energy resources

Energy resources which will never run out and (or can be) 
replenished as they are used.

Alternative 
energy resource

Resources other than fossil fuels. The resources may or may not be 
renewable. Nuclear power is not a renewable energy resource, but 
tidal power is. Alternative energy resources do not contribute to 
global warming.

Biofuel
Fuel produced from biological material. Biofuels are provided by 
trees such as willow that can be grown specifically as energy 
resources.

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – EnergyKey Terms

Energy Equations
Efficiency (%) = (useful energy out ÷ total energy in) x 100.
GPE = mgh Gravitational Potential Energy = mass x gravity x height.
Ee =  ½ke2 Elastic potential energy = 0.5 x spring constant x extension2
KE = ½mv2 Kinetic Energy = 0∙5 x mass x velocity2.
W = F x d work done = force x distance.
W = E work done = energy transferred.
P = E ÷ t power = energy ÷ time.
E = c x m x θ energy = specific heat capacity x mass x change in temperature.



Potential 
difference 
(p.d.)

A measure of the electrical work done by a cell (or other power supply) as charge flows 
round the circuit. Potential difference is measured in volts (V).

Electric 
current

A flow of electrical charge. The size of the electric current is the rate at which electrical 
charge flows round the circuit.

Resistor A component that acts to limit the current in a circuit. When a resistor has a high 
resistance, the current is low.

Directly
proportional

When two quantities are directly proportional, doubling one quantity will cause the other 
quantity will cause the other quantity to double. When a graph is plotted, the graph line 
will be straight and pass through the origin.

Inversely 
proportional

When two quantities are inversely proportional, doubling one quantity will cause the other 
quantity to halve

Ohmic The current flowing through an ohmic conductor is proportional to the potential difference 
across it. If the p.d. doubles, the current doubles. The resistance stays the same.

Non-ohmic The current flowing through a non-ohmic resistor is not proportional to the potential 
difference across it. The resistance changes as the current flowing through it changes.

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – ElectricityKey Terms

P = V x I power = voltage x current.
V = I x R voltage = current x resistance.
Q = I x t  charge = current x time.
E = V x Q energy = voltage x charge.
E = V x I x t energy = voltage x current x time.

Total cost = number of units x cost per unit.



DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – Particle Model of MatterKey Terms

Equations
ρ = m/v Density = Mass ÷ volume
ΔE = mc Δθ Change in thermal energy = mass x specific heat capacity x temperature change
E = mL Energy required to change state = mass x specific latent heat



Proton A positively charged particle found in the nucleus of an 
atom.

Neutron A neutral particle found in the nucleus of an atom.

Electron Negatively charged particles found on energy levels (shells) 
surrounding the nucleus inside atoms.

Atomic 
number Number of protons in an atom.

Mass
number Number of protons plus neutrons in an atom.

Isotope Atoms with the same number of protons but a different 
number of neutrons.

Alpha 
particle A particle formed from two protons and two neutrons.

Beta 
particle A fast moving electron.

Gamma 
ray An electromagnetic wave.

Geiger-
Mϋller
(GM) tube

A device which detects ionizing radiation. An electronic 
counter can record the number of particles entering the 
tube.

Half-life
The time taken for the number of nuclei in a radioactive 
isotope to halve. In one half-life the activity or count rate of 
a radioactive sample also halves.

1 
Becquerel 
(1Bq)

An emission of 1 particle per second

DiagramsKnowledge Organiser – Atomic StructureKey Terms


